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Kenosha Creative Space Commitment to our Community
The Kenosha Creative Space is committed to creating economic opportunities for local artists,
musicians, creatives, entrepreneurs and their local partner organizations. The partner organizations and individual members share the goal of using their collective resources for the mutual
benefit of the Kenosha Creative Space, the creative community and the community-at-large.

How can I get involved?
If you have any questions, ideas,
suggestions, we want to hear about it:
Please contact Francisco Loyola
at info@KenoshaCreativeSpace.com
Or call him at (262) 654-2412

Become a member, Join us in our mission to transform an empty space into a creative hub, you
can learn more at www.kenoshacreativespace.com
Tell everybody you know about the Kenosha Creative Space - share, like, tweet, blog, spread
the word about our project in any way you can. It costs you $.00 but it will have a big impact on
our Kenosha community!"

Message from the president
The Kenosha Creative Space (KCS) is more
than a physical space for creatives to gather
and create. We want the KCS to be a resource
for all members of the Kenosha Community.
Our goal is to provide programming that
seeks to educate and inspire participation,
and enjoyment of the visual , literary, and
performing arts.
With this publication the KCS will begin to
reach this goal. We hope you enjoy it.
We look forward to your feedback.

Robert Schneider
Board President
Kenosha Creative Space, Inc.

The Kenosha Creative Space project is focused
on the rehabilitation of a blighted building
located at 5722-6th Avenue in downtown
Kenosha, into a community center/makerspace
for creatives, artists and entrepreneurs.
The non-profit organization of the Kenosha
Creative Space, INC was established in
February of 2016 with the purpose of
completing the rehabilitation project and
managing the space.

Why the Kenosha Creative Space?

Revitalization starts with the arts
By Steve Lund
While working as a journalist in downtown
Kenosha for many years, I engaged in numerous
conversations about what would be good or bad for the
old central business district. I also listened to many
presentations from experts on downtown revitalization.
The two people who made the most sense
about what would be effective both said essentially the
same thing: Nurture the artistic community.

Why successful revitalization efforts start with
the arts community, I’m not sure. Perhaps it’s as simple as
the artists – actors, painters, photographers, writers,
gallery operators and others – tending to be energetic.
Their energy is attractive, and it draws others who also
tend to be energetic, and as people get together they
create a social gravitational field.

That kind of attractive power draws businesses.
Look at how many more eating establishments are in the
downtown and Harborside areas of Kenosha now
John Cram was one of them. Cram, originally
compared with just a few years ago. What drew them?
from Kenosha, operates art galleries and a movie theater No big employers with lots of potential customers moved
downtown. Art galleries, such as Revision, and
in Asheville, N.C., and has been credited with helping to
performance spaces, such as Fusion, moved in. Those
revive Asheville’s downtown. That’s one of the reasons he
enterprises bring in people, and the people attract coffee
was honored with the North Carolina Award for Fine Arts shops and restaurants. Then come bakeries, candy stores,
in 2013.
exercise studios, and salons. In turn, the shops and
restaurants attract people to the galleries and
When I talked to him in 2010, he offered this
performances. Each success leads to more success.
insight for Kenosha leaders hoping to revive the
Kenosha Creative Space expects to play a vital
downtown area: “Local entrepreneurship is the best thing
role in nurturing the artisitic community. It will be a place
that can happen to develop an area. Often arts lead the
where creative people can work as well as exhibit their
way.”
work. It will be a hub where creative people can connect
and work together, drawing inspiration from each other.
Donovan Rypkema, a downtown development
As Kenosha Creative Space develops, it will
consultant working for the Main Street program, said
appear to be an artists’ workshop and a place to take
something similar when he visited Kenosha in January
classes or to see exhibitions, but it will also be an
2015. Pointing out that Kenosha was fortunate to already
economic engine for downtown.
have an active arts and theater community, he said,
“That’s not the frosting; that’s the cake.”
That was a little bit surprising to me. I had
thought that it takes an economically thriving community
to support an arts community. The consultant opened my
eyes to the possibility of the connection working the
other way -- a thriving arts community creating economic
development.

Steve Lund, a freelance journalist, is
the former editorial page editor of
the Kenosha News.

Kenosha Creative Space

2017 EVENTS CALENDAR
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2017*
FEBRUARY

Thursday 16 – Latitude 49 Master Class/Concert
(Kemper Center)
Friday 17 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
Saturday 25 – “Noche de Pasion” KSO Concert
(Reuther Auditorium)

SEPTEMBER

Friday 15 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
Saturday 16- “Whatever Fest” Alley Party Fundraiser
(Alleyways between 57th and 58th Streets)

OCTOBER

Friday 20 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
MARCH

Friday 17 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
Saturday 25— Kenosha Art Association Spring Art
Event (Kenosha Public Museum)
APRIL

Friday 21 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
Thursday 27 - Latitude 49 Master Class/Concert (TBA)
Saturday 29 – “From Russia, With Love” KSO Concert
(Reuther Auditorium)
MAY

Friday 19 – FUNKY FEST (BLUES FESTIVAL) BeExposed!
to the Arts (At Fusion/TBD)
JUNE

Sunday 4 – KAA “Good Old Summertime Art Fair” (Civic
Center Park)
Friday 16 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
JULY

Friday 21 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
AUGUST

Friday 18 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)

NOVEMBER

Saturday 4 – “Day of the Dead” Alley Fundraiser (Alleyways
between 57th and 58th Streets)
Friday 17 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
Friday 24 – “Lightin’ Up Kenosha” (Downtown – Rhode Center for the Arts)
Sunday 26 – Santa at the Rhode
DECEMBER

Friday 15 – BeExposed! to the Arts (At Fusion)
Wednesday 6 – Santa at the Rhode
Sunday 10 – Santa at the Rhode
Wednesday 13 – Santa at the Rhode
Sunday 17 – Santa at the Rhode
Wednesday 20 – Santa at the Rhode
Sunday 24 – Santa at the Rhode
*Subject to changes
Please follow us on Facebook.com/kenoshacreativespace
or go to www.KenoshaCreativeSpace.com for the most cur-

Emerging Music Series Launch
Latitude 49 Master Class/Concert
@Kemper Center—Nov 2016

EMERGING

NEW MUSIC SERIES
The Kenosha Creative Space launched an
educational "New Emerging Music Series"
last November at Kemper Center with a
master class/concert designed to connect the
most advanced Kenosha Unified School
District music students with high quality musical expression outside the school
environment and connect them with a professional, dynamic group of professional
musicians.`

premiere of Jared Miller’s Fuse. The past season also saw the unveiling of
Labyrinths, a program weaving together new musical works with the poetry of Ovid,
W.H. Auden, and William Carlos Williams into an exploration of labyrinths both
ancient and new, mythological and real.

On Thursday, February 16 at the Anderson Arts Center, Latitude 49 will come back
for another installment of this series to offer KUSD students with another influential
musical experience

“It is our sincere hope that the local highschool students who attend these concerts feel
that they are not simply being entertained but
that they are personally engaging in a spirit
of creativity and exploration through music,
one that will enrich their personal lives”
Latitude 49 is a dynamic mixed-chamber ensemble exploring new sounds, engaging
diverse audiences, and holding hands with composers of today. From its beginnings
at the University of Michigan, L49 has grown into a major presence on the newmusic scene with performances and residencies throughout the Midwest and
beyond.

L49 carries its contagious energy beyond the concert hall, with extensive
educational work at colleges throughout the Midwest. During the 16/17 year,
Latitude is very excited to return to Ann Arbor for a residency at the University of
Michigan, which will involve work with composers and performers through the
EXCEL entrepreneurship program. This season will also include three educational
programs at the newly-constructed Kenosha Creative Space. Past seasons have
included two years as ensemble-in-residence at the University of Illinois-Chicago,
where L49 worked closely with composition students of Prof. Marc Mellits, as well
as an appearance as featured ensemble at the 2016 MGMC Composers Conference,
jointly hosted by the University of Chicago, University of Wisconsin-Madison, and
Northwestern University. The ensemble has also presented workshops on
commissioning and entrepreneurship as part of residencies at University of Western
Kentucky, Concordia College, Elmhurst College and University of Toledo.

The ensemble’s 2016/17 season is headlined by an appearance at the Ear Taxi
Festival in Chicago, where it will premiere a new version of Pulitzer-Prize winner
Shulamit Ran’s “Birkat Haderekh—Blessing for the Road II”. Ran’s work will also
appear on Latitude’s new program She, developed for a performance at the
Listening to Ladies Series at Western Michigan University. L49 has become known
for a vibrant, passionate onstage presence, which the group has brought to past
performances at the Ravinia Festival, Chicago Cultural Center, Constellation Chicago,
the Detroit Institute of Art, and New Music Detroit’s annual Strange Beautiful Music.
This past March, Latitude ventured to NYC for appearances at Le Poisson Rouge and If you know a student that would benefit by attending this concert, please send an
the Juilliard School, where the ensemble joined with the Attacca Quartet for the
email to info@kenoshacreativespace.com

Alleyways*

POETRY
Carly Anne Ravnikar is a punk artist
native to South Eastern Wisconsin. She is
an eloquent hoarder of poems and crafts
who struggles to remain within the
confines of society.

Korye Champion is an artist,
occasional poet, and a professional
weirdo from Kenosha, WI.
www.artisdeadproductions.com

Kelsey Hoff is pursuing her MFA in
poetry at Columbia College Chicago
where she is
Vice President of the Graduate
Student Organization, co-curator of
the 33 Reading Series, and a
Graduate Student Instructor.
Jen Conrad

Paint me, canvas find me, poetic
verse name me, and remind me

Dan Nielsen
“I write FIVES and FLASH and draw
FACES”.

*Poetry performed by the authors
at the Kenosha Creative Space
Block/Alley Fundraiser Party on
Saturday, September 24, 2016

I DON'T THINK YOU EVER KNEW ME

The Coldest Winter

Sometimes I sit inside the stranger
that is my own shell, my very own
moment in time where I can be
quite certain I am within myself,
myself, myself, my very own self,
my very own wooden craddle, my
rickety pirate plank, my splinters,
my splinters, all of the fractured pieces
being held together with tacky.

Sub zero blue blood pumps from a
December heart
Perfecting distance, turning it into an art
Forming damage on parts of friendships
Lost at sea
Salting wounds because I gained permanent
Residency in my own head

I can be certain this is a moment,
a moment where I am aware of
not just what is within but being within,
being within with only myself, only myself,
and this I can be quite certain of.
But with all that is within, with all these
levers and pulleys and the weights and
the way that we've set the bait just so
and the hard choke of the cage dropping,
that hard slam, that metal against concrete,
almost scraping, we've almost scraped,
we've almost scraped it all back inside.
So maybe not certain, maybe never certain,
maybe still only questioning, questioning in
the moment that the moment is within,
within the cage or within the sound of
the choke, or is it the choke? Is it that
sinking drop of the lever that fractured
the moment within, or the moment itself.
That moment when sitting inside, inside the
stranger that is no longer held together
with small dabs of glue and toothpicks
and moments that collect like hair in a drain,
messy and clingy and lathered in residue,
moments like those are never certain, but
always vaguely familiar, like meeting a
stranger for the first time and guessing
their name.
~ Carly Anne Ravnikar

Spacing out hourly
It’s hard to see passed past events
Such as these presented in front of me
Water flows under burned bridges
Done digging ditches for that graveyard shift
But what’s the difference
If I can’t sleep?
Lost in an existential crisis
Staring into the endless abyss
Until the darkness stares back
And blows me a kiss
Wondering what my purpose on earth is
My mind breaks apart like shattered glass
Disguised as snow
When the pieces recollect, changed forever
The cracks still show
I can feel it in my bones
The coldest winter I’ll ever know
Looking for a way out
An escape route, a strategy
For the anxiety
That makes it hard to breathe
Chain smoking daily
Sleepwalking through day dreams
Life becomes background music
To a silent film about
Lonely love lost souls
Trying to find hope in all the wreckage
Remnants of what it was like
Before the snow came
But that frozen December heart remains
And serves a purpose, a reminder
That everything must change
~ Kory Champion

Natural Beauty

Untitled

The way the sun bleaches my hair
burns me
I bonsai my split ends
I bonsai my manicure
I bonsai my waistline
I bonsai and parts of me fall like shadows
Nature is a work of art
is a woman is
work
is natural
then what is my work
as a woman?
bonsai
feels like an insect biting holes
in the most beautiful green fern
moss gathering
somewhere between
the south side of
a tree and a rolling s tone
is where I am a fossil.
I press myself into the mud.
All I want is to drink rainwater
and grow to love
how I look
in the colors of the sun
~ Kelsey Hoff

AN EXPLOITATION OF SUBTLETY

In a world where compassion rarely strikes twice
My heart beheld the strange beauty of unrest.
Fallen as the mind begotten destiny
rewritten by the fates,
whispered by the demons,
the silence that had spoken erased my last tear,
fell through and inspired a world with no fear.
Children were laughing, You called out my name
But defying echoes, No reiteration came.
It’s not you that had held me when I was weak
The peace that ensued from my own strength had drank.
Tear the world softly, let your lips ride
Shatter calamity, rejuvenate pride.
Quietly written like a word in a dream
Your love drew empty from a well unseen.
~ Jen Conrad

defined / undefined / redefined
thinking / unthinking / rethinking
defined thinking / defined unthinking /
defined rethinking
undefined thinking / undefined
unthinking / undefined rethinking
redefined thinking / redefined
unthinking / redefined rethinking
defined thinking is logic
defined unthinking is humor
defined rethinking is memory
undefined thinking is dreams
undefined unthinking is meditation
undefined rethinking is perception
redefined thinking is philosophy
redefined unthinking is art
redefined rethinking is bliss

The faces of Jerusalem Syndrome
Photo exhibit documents daily lives
of religious zealots
By Julia Schiller
I recently returned to Kenosha after more
than a decade living in Israel and traveling
extensively in neighboring Egypt and Jordan. At
the epicenter of the ancient world, Jerusalem has
a magnetic magical energy around it. Propelled by
the prophecies of three religions, Jerusalem is a
haven for zealots of the most unusual variety.
“Driftwood” is a photographic series taken
over several years that documents and explores
Jerusalem Syndrome -- a state of religious
psychosis in which individuals believe they are
prophets or even the Messiah. Many believe they
are carrying and receiving messages directly from
God. I discovered some afflicted with this
syndrome quietly dedicating their days to
meditation in makeshift huts scattered across the
mountains of the Judean Desert that encircles the
city.
Johnathon the Baptist, one of the main
subjects of this project, abandoned his medical
practice in Illinois after coming to Jerusalem as a
tourist and has lived for more than a decade in a
booby-trapped, camouflaged shack that he built
out of tarps and sticks. Large parts of his days are
dedicated to prayer and writing strange
combinations of biblical verse, poetry and
prophecy in the flawless penmanship of an
ancient scribe. Another “Driftwood” subject, a
man from Los Angeles known only as Revolution,
believed he had to stay in Jerusalem in order to

“I was lucky enough to be allowed
access to their world for many years
on a personal and artistic level.”
dismantle democracy and usher in a new era of Biblical law in the Holy
Land.
My photographic series documents their everyday lives, ranging
from a whirlwind of public proselytizing to deep isolation in their home
environments. I was lucky enough to be allowed access to their world
for many years on a personal and artistic level.
After returning to Kenosha, I came across Fusion, the
performance space and gallery in the Harborside neighborhood, by
chance a few months ago. That led to my discovery of and subsequent
association with Kenosha Creative Space. In coordination with Fusion
and Kenosha Creative Space, my 35 mm black and white photography
exhibit is currently on display at Fusion through February 13.
Julia Schiller is a freelance photographer and artist. View her
website at JuliaSchiller.com. Her black and white photo essays have
been published in The Jerusalem Post. Solo Exhibition work
includes:“On the Wall,” Jerusalem 2010; “Buried in the Garden,” Tel
Aviv, 2011;, “Market Labor,” Hertzaliya, 2012; “Danger of Drowning”,
Tel Aviv, 2012; “Driftwood”, Kenosha, 2016. Group exhibitions include
"Going through Piles," Rishon L'Tzion, 2012, and the “Re-Orientation”
Biennale, Sachnin, Israel, 2013.

Photographer

JULIA A. SCHILLER
Driftwood
The Jerusalem Syndrome
Propelled by biblical prophesy, Jerusalem
is a haven for religious zealots and madmen
of the most unusual variety. Functioning on
the fringe of Israeli society is a group of
eccentric individuals that are afflicted by
Jerusalem syndrome. The intensity of the
city triggers a state of religious psychosis
that causes the individual to believe they
are messengers of G-d. With the polished
glass of my lens I was grateful to catch a
glimpse of these self-proclaimed prophets as
they drifted further from reality

KCS Member

SPOTLIGHT

Graphics shop focuses on education as well as art
Center for Collaborative Research encourages creativity
By David Jones

The Center for Collaborative Research
In late 2016 Marilyn Propp and I moved to Kenosha from
Chicago to create the Center for Collaborative Research and
form a partnership with the founders of Kenosha Creative
Space. Our shared vision is to offer the community a new
kind of place to co-work, to co-create, and to share the
fruits of creativity with the community.
A little bit of background about us. In 1988, we founded
Anchor Graphics, an independent non-profit organization
dedicated to advancing fine art printmaking through
education, through providing art-making opportunities for
students and professionals, and through educating the
public about the fine art printmaking process. The program
grew and eventually became a part of Columbia College
Chicago

New version of Anchor Graphics
We wanted to start this program up again, as a new entity.
When we met Francisco Loyola, one of the visionaries
behind Kenosha Creative Space, we began to see that there
was a future for a re-envisioned version of Anchor Graphics.
We decided to call it the Center for Collaborative Research.
With a newly formed board of directors, we talked about
what was important and what would best serve the
community and generate interest beyond Kenosha. We
expect to become a destination for artists, curiosity seekers,
young people, and people who want to get in touch with
their creative sides. It will be a place to work and to
experience creative play.

The perfect partnership
Kenosha Creative Space will be a hub where the community
comes to share experiences, utilize the facilities for coworking, and support one another in an environment that
encourages and facilitates all forms of creativity.

THE CENTER FOR COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH

DAVID JONES & MARILYN PROPP
The Center for Collaborative Research will run a
maker space revolving around prints. We will be
the site for the study and production of multiples
and will act as a catalyst for a diverse range of
projects. This will be a creative laboratory
designed to encourage and connect research,
innovation and education in art. It will also
encourage collaborative art practice and social
engagement.

Outreach programs
We changed the name, but we are retaining
some of the Anchor Graphics tools and
techniques that worked well for us. For example,
we’ll continue to use our Press on Wheels, an
actual tortilla press modified for printmaking. It
was a big success in our efforts to reach out to
young people. We’ll continue to provide
printmaking classes for young people and adults,
and will add papermaking and book arts to our
classes; we’ll continue to offer an internship
program, and we’ll continue our International
Artist in Residence Program, which provided
print shop access to professional creatives/
printmakers who needed the time and space to
investigate new ideas. The artists in residence
will present their work and their ideas to the
community through public lectures and
demonstrations.
We will continue to invite artists to the shop to
create limited-edition prints. This was important
for training college interns about collaboration
and professionalism while enhancing their skill
sets. CCR will support and encourage
professional development and creativity in
contemporary and traditional printmaking.
Anchor Graphics also provided a gallery space
that exhibited stellar printmakers from around
the world. The CCR will continue that offering,
with exhibiting artists giving public lectures about
their work.

“We expect to become a destination for
artists, curiosity seekers, young people,
and people who want to get in touch with
their creative sides.”

In addition to our activities, we will add a
keyholder program. This will allow those who
wish to use the facilities to enroll in training
workshops and then, for a monthly fee, to have
access to the facilities.

Mission: the Center for Collaborative Research
CCR is a non-profit print shop, work space and
gallery that brings together, under professional
guidance, a diverse community of youths,
emerging and established artists, and the public
to advance the fine art of printmaking by
integrating education with the creation of prints
and by promoting research, education and
exploration.

NOCHE
DE
PASION:
100 Years of the Spanish Guitar
Kenosha Symphony Orchestra
to host Flamenco guitar master
and Flamenco dancer
BY Kenneth Murray
The resonance and percussive quality of
the Spanish guitar is among the most redolent
and recognizable forms of string sound in the
world. Its passionately evocative character has
carried the art form for generations, and
expanded its influence worldwide.
Flamenco is rooted in the folk traditions
of Andalucía, an expansive region of southern
Spain that borders both the Atlantic Ocean and
the Mediterranean Sea. Due to its formative place
as a gateway of trade in the European and North
African subcontinents, the region of Andalucía has
been shaped by a historically rich cultural
diversity—one that draws from complex flows of
populations over the centuries. Andalucía is home
to great Muslim and Christian architectural
wonders such as the Alhambra and the Great
Mosque of Córdoba, and is the birthplace of
bullfighting, as well as artists Diego Velázquez and
Pablo Picasso. It is no wonder, then, that this
region also birthed a musical style as incendiary
as Flamenco.

The art of Flamenco is characterized by several
physical expressions, often incorporated
simultaneously into the performance of a song.
These include singing, guitar playing, dancing,
guttural vocalizations, and percussive hand
clapping or snapping. Also characteristic of
Flamenco is the compás, or rhythmic cycle. The
most common metres in Flamenco include two-,
three-, and twelve-beat time signatures. The
latter is most common, and unique to Flamenco—
giving Flamenco music its immediately
recognizable character.
In the last half-century, Flamenco has seen
enormous growth in a global context. Other
musical traditions have added diversity and
context. rNuevo Flamenco borrows from jazz,
rumba, bossa nova, Gypsy, Latin, Middle Eastern,
rock, Cuban swing, tango, salsa, and the blues
resulting in a fusion of global music that can still
be recognized for its passionate Spanish
character. As a result of its global influence, and
in recognition of its cultural importance, the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization declared Flamenco a Masterpiece of
the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity.

Guitar maestro David Maldonado is one of the
only living Flamenco composers left worldwide.
His music reflects the beauty and structure
inherent in traditional composition while also
bringing forth the passion, upbeat rhythms, and
fascinating gypsy scales redolent of Flamenco.
Maldonado is a true master of the Spanish guitar,
marrying incredible guitar technique with the
showmanship of a natural born performer.
Maldonado's proficiency in Spanish guitar styles
includes Flamenco, classical, and modern, along
with the challenging styles of rasqueado—a
precise rapid strumming pattern using all the
fingers of the right hand—and picados—featuring
lightning-fast guitar scales. A true guitar virtuoso,
Maldonado has brought his crowd-pleasing music
across the globe, and has released four albums of
music in a variety of Spanish guitar traditions.
Maldonado's Noche de Pasión is a unique
opportunity for music-lovers in Southeastern
Wisconsin. Scheduled for the evening of February
25th at the historic Reuther Auditorium, this
performance with the Kenosha Symphony

Orchestra will be unlike any other that the KSO has
produced. Beginning at 7:30 pm, Maldonado will
perform original Spanish compositions and re-worked
pieces dating back to the early 1900s. While
Maldonado’s Noche de Pasión typically varies in
presentation from solo guitar to string quartet to live
band, this particular production will premiere
Maldonado’s personal compositions for orchestra.

This Kenosha Symphony Orchestra performance
promises to be a night of passionate cultural music
that audiences won’t soon forget. Tickets are
available online, at www.kenoshasymphony.org, and
in person on the night of the show.

David Maldonado's Noche de Pasión: 100 Years of
the Spanish Guitar takes place Saturday, February
25th, 7:30 pm at the historic Reuther Auditorium (913
57th St, Kenosha, WI 53140). Doors open one hour
prior to show time. Tickets $25, children 18 & Under
FREE. General admission only. Tickets may be
purchased online, at www.kenoshasymphony.org, or
at the venue Box Office on the night of the
performance.
An artist reception will precede the event, and will
occur in partnership with the Kenosha Public
Museum:
Kenosha Symphony Orchestra Pre-Concert reception
Saturday, February 25, 2017
3:00 pm
Kenosha Public Museum
5500 First Ave
Kenosha, WI

Kenosha

CREATIVE ECONOMY
The resource we need now
By Amy Greil—Kenosha County UW-Extension

the marketplace, come from “better recipes, not
just more cooking.” Romer also recognized that
institutions, industries and businesses had grown
A friend recently relayed his career
frustration that got me thinking about the nature increasingly threatened by the rising dominance
and disruption of a creative force.
of our present-day economy. He is a wellqualified, competent manager of a large team in
By 2001, this postindustrial creative
the mining equipment industry and has been
economy had in varying degrees taken hold
passed up for promotions. He has been pressed
around the globe with varying degrees of public
countless times by top management to “create
acknowledgement. John Howkins, a leading
efficiencies,” or “make improvements” but he is writer and thinker of the creative economy,
at a loss. He says “I just want to be told what to
defines it as a system for the production,
do—and I’ll do it. Don’t ask me to create
exchange, and use of creative products. It is the
solutions!” My heart went out to him, and my
economic transactions of creative products and
mind started spinning.
experiences. This is quite novel when compared
It is no secret that we here in the
Kenosha area have seen economic development
shift from a heavy reliance on industrial
development to a growing focus of talent and
human capital. This local shift reflects a much
deeper and broader restructuring of regional
economies in the postindustrial era.
“Postindustrial” comes to mean “creative”
As early as the 1940s, scholars and
economists started identifying an unsettling but
inevitable fact: U.S. companies were operating
within an increasingly crowded and increasingly
competitive field. Joseph Schumpeter coined the
term “creative destruction” as an incessant
product and process innovation by which new/
better ideas replace outdated ones.
Things broke open with Daniel Bell’s
prophetic release of “The Coming of the PostIndustrial Society” in 1976, where
postindustrialism came to mean receptivity to
innovation, willingness to expand capacity,
increased productivity, better quality, higher
wages, and steady (if not lower) prices. In the
1990s, economist Paul Romer wrote that the
biggest advances in standards of living—not to
mention the biggest competitive advantages in

to 20th century industrial economies that were
defined by firms’ competitive advantages vested
in economies of scale (bigger is better), resource
availability (more is better), and minimization of
input costs (cheaper costs=greater profits).
What is undisputed is that the creative
economy of the 21st century will be driven by
educated, highly skilled human capital and
technology amid rapid globalization. Firms will
“cluster” in geographic patterns of
interconnected companies, specialized suppliers,
service providers and institutions (e.g.
universities, trade associations). Many locals are
making concerted efforts to equip our
community for success in the creative economy.
Developed economic systems will move away
from traditional resources of land, labor and
capital, because in a postindustrial economy the
new resource is creativity, which can only reside
in the human mind. So whether or not you paint,
tinker, work for yourself or work for the
government, everyone is affected by an economy
based in creativity. Just ask my mining friend.

“In a postindustrial
economy the new
resource is
creativity.”
Kenosha Creative Economy Strategic Plan
Between October 2016 and October 2017, the
City of Kenosha’s Commission on the Arts and its
Kenosha Creative Economy Strategic Plan
steering committee will team up with the UWMadison Bolz Center for Arts Administration
student to integrate many community plans
already in existence (Downtown Development
Strategic Plan, UpJohn Institute Labor Market
Analysis, ArtSpace Feasibility Report and others)
to identify initiatives already underway and to
bring new resources to bear. All community-wide
plans need to be reinvigorated, re-assessed,
made relevant and made actionable through
leveraging new partnerships. The existing plans
out there will also be advanced through this
current process by creating an updated
implementation guide that the City of Kenosha
Commission on the Arts will use as a roadmap for
the years to come. Ultimately, this process will
align what work has been done—and what work
is underway to keep our community moving
forward. Learn more at www.kenosharising.com
Amy Greil is the
Community, Natural
Resources and Economic
Development educator at
the Kenosha County
University of WisconsinExtension.

Thanks to your generous support the Kenosha Creative Space is moving to the next phase of the rehabilitation of the building at 5722-6th Avenue. With your help we have retained local architecture firm
Partners in Design to help us with the construction process. We will be updating you through this publication
of our progress. We are not waiting until the Kenosha Creative Space opens to get busy. We have put
together an ambitious program of educational activities and events. Enjoy!

Abatron, Inc | Aggie's Salon & Spa | Alpaca Art |May Greil | Ann Heide | Ann Levin | Aseracare | Ashleigh Henrichs | Barbara Farrel Barth
Storage | Bella's Boutique | BMO Harris Bank | Brandi Ferree | Captain Mikes | Carol & Brian Boehm
Cheryl Hernandez | City of Kenosha | Clara Tappa Clovis Point, LLC | Cole Rogers | County of Kenosha | Crystal’s | Curzio Caravati
David Desmidt | David Jones | Dakini Healing Arts | Dale Van Vlissingen |Dawn Damico | DAY Investments | DeBerge's | Dirk Ingram
Don Gillespie | Douglas Stacey | Downtown Kenosha | Eden Unluata | Ellen Ferwerda | Equity Brand Design Eric Johnson | Franks Diner
Garland Alliance | George Muller | Gloria Gerber | Goowdwin Family | Grover Properties | Heather Poyner | House of Nutrition
James Niccolai | James Seymour | Janice Erickson-Eisenhauer | Jean Fedell | Jeffrey Siemion | Jennifer Dooley
Jennie Tun|kieicz | Joe Catuara | John & Jennifer F | John & Susan Sanfilippo | Johnson Bank | Julie Schilf | Kayla Arbet
Kenosha Area Business Alliance | Kenosha Area Convention & Visitors Bureau | Leah Blough | Lisa Chartier | Lou Rugani
Lyndell Brookhousegil | Maria Caravati | Marilyn Propp | Melanie Hovey | Merike Phillips | Michael Dean | Michael Thompson
Miriam Schaer | Nancy Barasch | Nancy Frederick | Nathan Davis | Oliver Adjustment Co | Patricia Briggs
Paul Campagna | Peter Johnson | Phil Colleran | Phillip Wehrmeister | PMTech LLC | Public Brewing Co. | Prime Realty
Racheal Hernandez | Randy Hutson Radovan Dimitrijevic | Re-Vision | Robert Lichter Robert Schneider | Robin's Nest | Ron Story
Ronald Frederick | Roxane Kislia | Rustic Road Brewing Co | Salon on SIxth | Sandy's Poppers | Sazzy B | Shenendoh Finnigan | Snap-On
Sondra Fuerstenau | Southport Rigging | Stacey Andersen | Steven Naumowicz | The Buzz Café | The Coffe Pot LLC
Thomas & Virginia Hartley | Todd DeBoer | Tom Targos | United Way of Kenosha County Inc

Help the Kenosha Creative Space become a reality:
We want to ask you to convert your interest in the KCS into the support that will make
KCS building and its programs a reality. We will look to these backers for input and suggestions on the types of events and activities that we will host - now and in the future.
For more info go to www.KenoshaCreativeSpace.com

KCS CREATIVE PARTNERS

Kenosha Creative Space, Inc. |Mailing: 600 52nd Street Suite 110, Kenosha WI 53140 | www.KenoshaCreativeSpace.com

